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Celebrating 50 Years

Welcome to Steon
Great British Lighting Manufacturer

Since our founding in 1971, we have evolved into a wellestablished commercial lighting manufacturer with a proud
heritage and sustainable practices.
At Steon we apply our expertise to all design, testing,
development, and manufacturing processes to ensure we
remain at the forefront of the lighting industry.
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We offer a comprehensive range of high specification LED
luminaires which boast optimum performance and enhanced
reliability whilst remaining energy conscious.

Lighting Life

®
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What c a n we o f fer you ?

Who do we work with?
Our Partnerships:
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E ne rg y Ca lc u lations
We can offer comprehensive energy
forecasts which will demonstrate just
how much you could be saving by
upgrading your lighting system to our
LED solutions.

Lighting Design
Our LIA accredited specialist
designers have exceptional product
knowledge and technical experience.
Utilising Relux and CAD design
programmes, we can produce 3D
visuals illustrating what our solutions
can deliver.

S i t e S u r ve ys
To understand the scope and
requirements of a project, a Steon
representative will often undertake
a complementary site survey. This
enables us to gain further insight
into your project’s requirements and
recommend a suitable solution.

Steon work closely with the likes of M&E consultants, architects, contractors, end users, refurbishment contractors, interior
designers, facilities managers, healthcare, hospitality, and local authorities.
Sectors we specialise in:

H e a l t h c a re

Tra n s p o r t

Industrial

Places of
Wo r s h i p

Education

Residential
Accommodation

L e i s u re

Sports
Fa c i l i t i e s

C o m m e rc i a l
Offices

Retail
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100% recyclable

Our Brands

Acoustic Solutions

STEON®

LUXACE®

HISTORIX®

Pushing the boundaries of design, Steon have created a collection of geometric acoustic lighting solutions.

A technical brand from which we
take our namesake. Luminaires which
feature within the Steon brand are
synonymous with performance,
reliability, and flexibility.

A contemporary brand reserved
for luminaires of exquisite design
and those which lend themselves to
contract feature lighting.

A heritage brand combining the latest
lighting technologies with timeless
classic designs.

The strategic positioning of acoustic panels and luminaires create eye catching results which absorb reverberation and
diffuse noise levels. These solutions are available in a range of various shapes, sizes and striking colours and can also be
fully customised should the project require.

Design Solutions

I n - ho u s e Te s t i n g Fa c i l i t i e s

Steon have an in-house lighting design and product design team who are on hand to assist you with cost effective,
practical and creative lighting solutions.
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Spectroradiometer

Considerable investment has been made to our in-house testing
facilities.
We can certify our products as being fully compliant with
relevant industry standards and regulations.

We recognise that one size does not fit all and that certain projects require special solutions.
Retro-fit Solutions

Bespoke solutions

For many clients a customised retrofit gear tray can prove to

Our bespoke solutions come into their own when clients are

be the most cost-effective method by which to upgrade to

looking for luminaires which look a certain way or have

LED. A retrofit solution offers all of the benefits of reduced

specific features. In such instances our design team will

maintenance and energy consumption but at substantially

research, develop and create a custom-made solution.

lower cost than complete luminaire replacement.

The recent acquisition of our goniophotometer enables us to
undertake our own photometric testing and ensure all product
information is as up to date as possible.

Goniophotometer
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O u r W i re l e ss S ys t e m s

Visit steo n.co m

Steon’s new collection of intelligent lighting control and management systems enable clients to have full control over their
lighting installation.
The three systems ensure that we can provide a solution for any application.

PRO ECO

®

bluC NNECT

®

Powered by Casambi

SMART MESH

®

Powered by Philips

> Automated emergency testing

> Daylight harvesting

> Simple commissioning

> Heat mapping

> Grouping luminaires

> Task tuning

> Time control

> Time control

> Multi-site management

> Occupancy sensing

> Occupancy sensing

> Occupancy sensing

> Light management

> Colour temperature control

> Daylight harvesting
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BIM Library
Steon have invested in a dedicated
team to develop and maintain our
building information modelling data.
Our premium BIM files are modelled
natively in Revit to ensure they render
at the highest quality.
Steon BIM files are also compliant at
Level 2 standards.
Watch our wireless system videos @steon.com

Datasheets
All datasheets are available for
download on our website.
Steon datasheets are regularly
updated with the latest technical
lighting information.
As technology within the industry
is advancing, we are continuously
improving the outputs and efficiency
of our luminaires.

Te c h n i c a l
All technical information regarding
our products and services is available
for download from our website.
This includes datasheets, LDT files,
IES files, BIM files, and installation
instructions.
Our website also contains a helpful
‘technical’ section should you require
any assistance.
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